Anthony Titus received his Bachelor of Architecture degree in 1998, followed by two years of graduate study at the University of Chicago, where he received his Master of Fine Arts degree. Upon returning to New York City in 2001, he founded an independent studio that cross-fertilizes both architectural and artistic practices. Mr. Titus teaches architectonics in the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture and thesis as a visiting professor of architecture at Pratt Institute. He will talk about both his architectural and artistic educational experiences and how it has impacted his current professional practice. Among a number of projects that he will discuss is a recently completed installation commissioned by Bloomberg and Art in General, tilted *Day-scape/Vida.*

**Tuesday**  
**October 24**  
**12 Noon**

Alumni Space  
Residence Hall, 3rd Floor

Lunch will be provided.  
Please join us.
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